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Introduction
In this month’s In the Market, we bring you key banking announcements from across Europe, alongside our updated deal tracker 
with recent deals in the new year. 

In our Highlights section, we bring you updates from the Indian stressed asset market and Nick reviews the impact on deal activity 
following Brexit. 

In terms of key deals and market activity, we have highlighted:

1. The Cooperative Bank’s sale announcement, amongst fears of suffering from a capital shortfall;

2. Bank of Cyprus share issuance;

3. KBC Group update their strategy for Ireland; and

4. The Department for Education announce the sale of UK Student Loans.

Finally, in our Wider Insights section, the KPMG Real Estate team’s 'Look back, face forward' report analyses real estate market
trends in 2017. 

Best regards,

Andrew and Nick

Andrew Jenke

T: +44 (0)20 7311 8151 
E: andrew.jenke@kpmg.co.uk

Nick Colman

T: +44 (0)20 7311 8150 
E: nicholas.colman@kpmg.com

Deal tracker and statistics

Interactive dashboard summarising 
up to date European transaction 
activity.

Please click here for access and for 
installation and operating 
instructions.

Highlights

India – Buy side interest following 
changes in the stressed asset markets

In the last two years policy, regulatory, 
legal and monetary changes have 
culminated in an increase in investment 
and interest from large stressed asset 
funds anticipating an increase of 
transaction activity.

Please click here to read more.

Nick Colman talks about deal 
activity in the wake of Brexit 

Please click here to view his talk.
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Key deals and activity

Co-op Bank sale and CET1 ratio 

On 13 February 2017, The Co-operative bank announced that 
it is putting itself up for sale as well as considering other 
means to raise capital. 

This follows its announcement on 26 January 2017, in which it 
warned that continued losses will mean it will fall below its 
target CET1 capital ratio target of 10% and that it is unlikely to 
meets its ICG over the planning period to 2020. 

Bank of America Merrill Lynch and UBS are running the sales 
process. We expect strategic players, in particular, to be most 
interested in the mortgage and deposit books.
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Bank of Cyprus share issuance

Bank of Cyprus Holdings Public Limited announced on 
19 January that its total issued share capital of approximately 
446 million shares has been admitted to trading on London 
Stock Exchange, a key milestone in the execution of the 
Bank’s strategy.

It follows a successful return to the debt capital markets and 
the full repayment of Emergency Liquidity Assistance funding.
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KBC Bank announce Ireland strategy

On 9 February, KBC Group announced that Ireland has 
become 'one of the group’s core markets'.

Michael Noonan, Ireland’s Minister of Finance, welcomed the 
announcement highlighting it showcased Ireland’s 'robust 
market and of its continuing growth potential'.
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UK Department of Education announce sale process 
of Student Loans

The Department for Education (DfE) has announced the start of 
a process to sell part of the English Student Loan Book. The 
sale is expected to be a four year programme, targeting 
£12 billion in total proceeds from loans subject to an income 
contingent repayment model.

The first sale will include loans with a face value of around 
£4 billion and is expected to take several months. Barclays and 
Rothschild are advising the Government, with Credit Suisse, 
Lloyds and JP Morgan working on a securitisation of the loans. 
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Wider insights

Look back, face forward: Real Estate 2017 market trends

In 2016 KPMG in the UK advised on a number of landmark UK 
and European deals across commercial real estate asset 
classes.

KPMG’s Real Estate team considers eight market trends, 
including student accommodation, PRS and the European 
Equity Capital Markets to explore the challenges and 
opportunities investors may encounter over 2017.

Please click here to find out more.
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